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1331 (85), (no data) William Short enters 70 ac between Megro head and 
Richardsons Creeks; border: his own line.
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1332 (86), (no date) John Threadgill enters 100 ac on Leveretts Cr; border 
Harris, Lanier, & McClendon.

1333 (87), (no date) William Kerby enters 140 ac; border: his own lines.

1334 (88), (no date) withdrawn (rest of entry is blank).

1335 (89), (no date) Jesse Gilbert enters 20 ac; [border:] Brooks and Vaughn: 
includes William Gullege's cabin.

1336 (90), (no date) John Jackson enters 100 ac; border: his own line E side.

1337 (91), (no date) withdrawn (rest of entry is blank).

1338 (92), (no date) Abram Miller enters 100 ac on Lick Br on S side of Lanes 
Cr.

1339 (93), (no date) withdrawn (rest of entry is blank).

1340 (94), (no date) withdrawn (rest of entry is blank).

1341 (95). Josiah Randle enters 50 ac on W side of Cribbs Cr; border: his own 
line and Arthur Davis.
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1342 (96), (no date) James Trull enters 50 ac on Warlick Br just below mouth 
of Flag Br.

1343 (97), "Mar." John Kerby enters (blank); border: William Hammon, Michael 
Berry, & Williams Ascat.

1344 (98), (no date) Andrew Ross enters 100 ac; border: husband, Hutchins, & 
Gribs.

1345 (99), (no date) withdrawn (rest of entry is blank).

1346 (100), (no date) withdrawn (rest of entry is blank).

1347 (101), (no date) withdrawn (rest of entry is blank).

1348 (102), (no date) Daniel Young enters 50 ac; border: his own line and 
Stepen Rentro.
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1349 (103), (no date) Philip Rushing Jr enters 200 ac [on] N Fork of Thomsons 
Cr: between James Lightle and his own line.
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Transcribed from original documents by Brent R. Brian & Martha M. Brian.

This document and others can be found on our website:

BMGEN

We claim COPYLEFT on the documents that we publish that are our original work.

COPYLEFT “rules” can be reviewed on the web site:

GNU Free Documentation License

In short, use what you like.  But if you use our stuff, mention us as the 
source.

Brent R. Brian
Martha M. Brian
BrianMitchellGenealogy@gmail.com
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